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Jeffrey Williams, Religion and Violence in Early American Methodism: 
Taking the Kingdom by Force. Bloomington and Indianapolis: Indiana UP, 
2010. 228 pp. $34.95.

Jeffrey Williams’s study is an engaging and in some ways a brave book, 
one that may be easily misunderstood.  Like many of the other volumes in the 
elegant monograph series, Religion in North America (edited by Catherine L. 
Albanese and Stephen J. Stein and including subjects ranging from colonial 
religious diversity, the Shakers, Mary Baker Eddy, and nineteenth-century 
spiritualism to Hopi and other Native American religious systems and modern 
American Buddhism), Religion and Violence in Early American Methodism 
is stylishly written and gets to its points quickly.  In brief, Williams aims to 
show that studies of Wesleyan theology and early Methodist spirituality have 
consistently underestimated the place of violence in Methodist theological 
and cultural discourse, and the degree to which violence to the body as much 
as to the soul formed a key aspect of early Methodist experience on both 
sides of the Atlantic.  This aspect, furthermore, was gradually abandoned 
in the nineteenth century as American Methodists rejected bodily religious 
struggles as an outdated ingredient of their now respectable faith, replacing 
it with a new faith in worldly vengeance culminating in the “social violence” 
of the American Civil War. 

In six succinct chapters, Religion and Violence in Early American 
Methodism traces Methodist concepts of violence over the long Methodist 
century from John Wesley’s early religious texts to the Civil War, that is 
from Methodism’s earliest beginnings to its triumphant dominance of the 
American religious scene in the mid-nineteenth century.  For the purposes 
of his study, Williams defines “violence” as “the use of force in order to 
cause injury or harm to someone or something” (10, italics in original): 
including not only attacks on religious seekers by Satan and his minions, 
but also, in what will probably be the most controversial part of his argu-
ment, aggression by God to bring religious seekers to grace.  In the first 
two chapters of the book, Williams explores Wesley’s employment of this 
traditional eschatology (religious violence) in his views on God’s interven-
tions in ecstatic experience; Wesley’s attitudes toward war (social violence); 
his shifting responses to the American Revolution (sympathetic, neutral, and 
finally predicting the triumph of godliness over the evils of American disobe-
dience); and American Methodist responses to the American Revolution and 
the preachers’ independence from their spiritual leader.  In chapters three, 
four, and five, Williams argues that American Methodists moved away from 
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an understanding of God’s aggression on the struggling Christian to favor 
a more muted interpretation of spiritual experience, especially camp meet-
ings.  At the same time, Methodist theology assimilated to American na-
tional ideals of a unique, religiously inspired destiny which tolerated and 
even relished social violence against Indians on the frontier and vengeance 
against the enemy—southern or northern, depending on the perspective—in 
Lincoln’s war.  Along the way, Methodists rejected Wesleyan notions of cos-
mic spiritual battles in favor of cosmic national battles against the evils of 
native paganism and the collapse of the union. 

In chapter six, Williams concludes his study with a thoughtful examina-
tion of the problem of religious violence, based on the work of Christian 
anthropologist Rene Girard and of sociologist Mark Juergensmeyer, author 
of Terror in the Mind of God: The Global Rise of Religious Violence (2000).  
Williams takes up especially Girard’s proposal that a belief in cosmic battles 
between good and evil—a substantial part of many world religious cosmolo-
gies, including Christianity’s—may ironically serve to soften or replace 
violent worldly struggles conceived in much the same way, with resolution 
occurring on a supernatural rather than a natural plane.  “Could religious 
adherents successfully preserve a belief in cosmic warfare between good 
and evil,” Williams asks at the end of the study, “while refusing to apply the 
battle’s absolutes to the temporal world?  Only time and the significant ef-
forts of those seeking to counteract religious violence will tell.  For the sake 
of a world torn by violence, let us hope these efforts will inspire meaning-
ful strategies to avoid following a very old tradition sacralizing violence” 
(177).

Throughout his study, Williams provides nuanced discussions of key pri-
mary works—especially by John Wesley and later prominent Methodists, 
and he has consulted key secondary authorities, including: Russell Richey, 
Donald Mathews, Susan Juster, Richard Carwardine, Mark Noll, Gregory 
Schneider, Ann Taves, among others. 

At the same time, as is often the case in revisionist works, Williams uses 
his sources selectively.  Almost all his quoted primary material comes from 
mainstream Methodist figures, rather than outliers like Peggy and Lorenzo 
Dow. Among secondary sources, A. Gregory Schneider’s The Way of the 
Cross Leads Home: The Domestication of American Methodism (1993) 
comes in for some heavy hitting, but Schneider’s study supports rather than 
differs from Williams’ regarding American Methodist theology’s retreat into 
domesticity after 1820.  At the same time, Williams ignores other sourc-
es that would bolster his points or would be useful foils.  Aaron Spencer 
Fogleman’s Jesus is Female: Moravians and the Challenge of Radical 
Religion in Early America (2007), a subject highly relevant to the Methodists, 
which concludes with several chapters on religious violence, is missing from 
Williams’s study.  Christine Leigh Heyrman’s compelling and well known 
thesis, set out in Southern Cross: The Beginnings of the Bible Belt (1997), 
regarding the transformation of the physically wan, self-punishing evangeli-
cal itinerants of the Revolutionary era into conventional southern masters 
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of the antebellum era, is unexplored.  My own close study of Methodist 
spirituality in The Methodists and Revolutionary America, 1760-1800: The 
Shaping of an Evangelical Culture (2000)—including the role of religious 
eroticism in revivals and the distinctions among public rituals, private con-
versions, and social meetings—is overlooked in favor of some fairly minor 
points regarding Methodist combatants in the Revolution.  My overall thesis, 
that Methodism provided a parallel route to happiness for many Americans 
in the Revolutionary era in competition with the largely masculine and often 
violent world of political republicanism until a more muscular evangelical 
culture replaced it, is also uncited, although Williams draws some of the 
same conclusions. 

But Religion and Violence in Early American Methodism raises directly 
or indirectly key questions that scholars of religion often avoid: and here’s 
where a careful rather than casual reading of Williams’s book is essential.  
Among these questions: What is the place of struggle and aggression in reli-
gious traditions, especially Christianity?  How has the matter of bodily sac-
rifice, at the center of the Christian story, played out among worshippers’ 
spirituality?  Does it help or hurt for religions to have explicitly aggressive 
theologies regarding good and evil, or to believe in a punishing God, as well 
as a tempting Satan?  When religions move away from a frank acceptance of 
physical and psychological pain, deriving from teaching on human deprav-
ity and the consequences of resisting God’s grace, do these common human 
concerns get displaced onto other secular struggles?  And most difficult of 
all, can some understanding of American religious traditions help Americans 
come to terms with the sources of religious terrorism in the world today?

Dee e. aNDreWs, Ph.D.
Professor

California State University, East Bay
Hayward, CA 

William Kostlevy, Holy Jumpers: Evangelicals and Radicals in Progressive 
Era America.  Oxford/New York: Oxford UP, 2010.  240 pp.  $65.00.

In Holy Jumpers: Evangelicals and Radicals in Progressive Era Amer-
ica, William Kostlevy engagingly traces the history and explores the inter-
play of the “radicals” within the American Holiness Movement at the turn 
of the twentieth century.  Ostensibly focusing on the Metropolitan Church 
Association (MCA) and its leaders Chicago businessmen-evangelists Edwin 
L. Harvey and Marmaduke “Duke” Farson, Kostlevy illuminates the fluidity 
and complexity of the Holiness Movement during this period.   

Kostlevy completed his dissertation, Nor Silver, Nor Gold: The Burn-
ing Bush Movement and the Communitarian Holiness Vision (Department 
of History, Notre Dame), in 1996 and clearly has maintained an ongoing 
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interest in the subject.  The result for the reader is a highly refined, up to 
date, and well presented argument.  Though it helps to know a little about 
the Holiness Movement and its central characters, in some ways this volume 
offers an introduction to the subject that is relatively free of the inherent nar-
rowness of perspective found in most denominational histories or individual 
biographies.  

In many respects there are two stories being told here.  First, we find the 
story of the MCA, which includes their long-term effort at communal living 
and their highly influential and pace-setting periodical, the Burning Bush, 
with a circulation at its peak above one hundred thousand (93).  Second, 
Kostlevy recounts the influence of the MCA on a veritable Who’s Who of 
both the Holiness Movement and early Pentecostalism.  As Kostlevy puts 
it, “Holy Jumpers tells how a small but dedicated community of Christian 
radicals had a profound impact on the shaping of twentieth-century Ameri-
can society . . . [and] helped launch and shape the worldwide Pentecostal 
Movement” (viii).  One example of this impact is the MCA’s interaction with 
many founders of the Church of the Nazarene including early contact with 
evangelist Bud Robinson, future leader E. F. Walker, and theologian A. M. 
Hills; and extended relationships with theologian W. E. Shepard and Frank 
Messenger.  Messenger, who for many years functioned as the manager of 
the MCA community in Waukesha, Wisconsin, and was editor of the Burn-
ing Bush, left the MCA in 1913.  In 1919, Messenger was elected chairman 
of the first General Board of the Church of the Nazarene.

Also included in this story of interconnected influence and shifting al-
legiances are:  B. T. Roberts and the Free Methodist Church; A. B. Simpson 
and the Christian and Missionary Alliance Church; Alma White and the Pil-
lar of Fire; the Salvation Army; the National Holiness Association; Chicago 
Methodism; noted evangelists W. B. Godbey, Beverly Carradine, Seth Rees, 
L. L. Picket, and D. L. Moody; Martin Wells Knapp, leader of the “come-
outer” movement, and H. C. Morrison, leader of the stay-in but proclaim the 
holiness message movement; Charles and Lettie Burd Cowman, founders 
of the Oriental Missionary Society; Charles Finney; Phoebe Palmer; Bor-
den Parker Bowne; the Industrial Workers of the World; and the “Scripture 
calendars”—which are still distributed by funeral homes today.  Eventually 
the MCA influence touched E. Stanley Jones and through him Martin Luther 
King, Jr.

Yet the MCA’s most significant long-term ecclesial impact was on Pen-
tecostalism via its influence in the lives and theology of Charles Parham, 
William Seymour, and especially A. G. Garr.  Garr had been sent by the 
MCA to work in their Los Angeles mission.  The MCA’s efforts were rather 
unsuccessful and Garr encouraged the faithful to shift their attendance to 
the nascent Azusa Street Mission.  Garr himself was one of the earliest to 
speak in tongues at Azusa, and went on to “play a key role in the spread of 
the Pentecostal message to Asia, the evolution of Pentecostal thought, and 
the growing prominence of faith healing in Pentecostal life and experience” 
(127).  Kostlevy cogently argues that, “Most elements of the [Pentecostal] 
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revival, including demonstrative worship, its inter-racial character, and the 
Azusa Street Mission’s formulation of the fourfold gospel, coincide with 
Burning Bush practice and teaching” (133).  While the MCA clearly was 
influential in the life and theology of early Pentecostalism they took issue 
with the revival’s divergence from their own perspective and were avowedly 
anti-tongues.

Kostlevy identifies three elements of the MCA that set them apart:  jump-
ing in worship, the adoption of muckraking journalistic techniques in the 
Burning Bush, and their establishment of communal living (9-10).  All three 
are adroitly examined.  Regarding the third, Kostlevy recounts the process 
through which the MCA established two communities, the first, largest and 
longest enduring located in the Fountain Spring House in Waukesha, “with 
more than one thousand members at its height and lasting more than fifty 
years” (108).  In his treatment of life in Waukesha, Kostlevy nicely intermin-
gles personal accounts garnered from interviews he conducted with former 
residents, with the more staid facts regarding finances and leadership, ably 
fulfilling one of his stated goals of describing “the daily life they created as 
a foretaste of the coming reign of God on earth” (viii).

One minor negative editorial critique is the use of endnotes.  Kostlevy 
provides forty-five pages of excellent notes, many of which contain salient 
content and are as interesting as the text itself.  Had these been footnotes 
the ease of integration of this material into the narrative would be greatly 
facilitated.

For those who are looking for a readable treatment of the dynamic pro-
cesses impacting the Holiness-Pentecostal movement during this critical pe-
riod, this book will both answer many of your questions and likely force you 
to re-think what you thought you knew.  It is highly recommended.  

KeVIN D. NeWburg, Ph.D.
Adjunct Faculty
Drew University

Madison, NJ

Kenneth Cain Kinghorn, The Heritage of American Methodism, 2nd ed.  
Lexington, KY: Emeth Press, 2009. 182 pp.  $65.80.

It is one of the occupational hazards of regularly teaching the required 
denominational course on United Methodist history that one picks up ev-
ery new book on Methodist history and thinks “Could I possibly use this as 
a text instead of Norwood?” (The “Norwood” being Frederick Norwood’s 
venerable History of American Methodism, which has left a generation of 
UM seminary students poised on the crest of a triumphalist Methodist wave, 
ready to conquer the world of the 1970s.)  To my surprise—given its outward 
“coffee-table book” appearance—my answer regarding Kinghorn is “yes,” 
and I am currently undertaking the experiment of using the book as a text, in 
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combination with David Hempton’s Methodism: Empire of the Spirit.
Kinghorn gives us in this book a relatively straightforward and tradi-

tional narrative of Methodist history: one in which Wesley, after Aldersgate, 
traded a rule-bound Anglicanism for a passionate conversionist Methodism, 
whose populist and free-form approach turned out to be perfectly suited to 
conquer the new American nation.  While his presentation of the modern 
United Methodist Church is fairly positive, it strikes a certain note of mourn-
fulness as well: “Public worship among earlier generations of Methodists 
had spontaneous testimonies and shouts of joy.  Now, worship services used 
printed liturgies, and observed periods of silence” (133).  The book aims 
to give an impression of the Methodist “ethos” rather than to be compre-
hensive in its details, and includes topical chapters on education, worship, 
hymnology, evangelism, and missions, as well as separate discussions of the 
African-American and Evangelical United Brethren traditions (this “sepa-
rate-but-equal” approach to these narratives plagues most Methodist histori-
cal surveys).  This republication by Emeth Press is billed as a second edi-
tion, though the changes from the 1999 Abingdon publication are minor and 
mostly consist of substitutions in the artwork.

The best feature of the book, and the main reason it makes Methodist 
history come alive for my students, is the rich collection of images Kinghorn 
has assembled—everything from photographs of historical sites to docu-
ments and coins, to book covers, to pottery, to photographs and portraits of 
historical figures (one could wish for a few less of these by modern artists).   
In many cases these images are accompanied by historical sidebars which 
discuss individual biographies, significant events, and aspects of Methodist 
material culture—from communion rails to lovefeast cups to saddlebags.   
Too often Protestant history is narrated without reference to its “stuff,” and 
this book is a good reminder that we too have saints and holy objects.

The images help, too, to immerse the reader in a story many modern 
United Methodists are not used to hearing—the story that we began as a rau-
cous bunch of countercultural recruits on fire for the Gospel.  As Kinghorn 
notes when discussing revivals, “During American Methodism’s early de-
cades, evangelism was a prominent part of almost every public gathering 
. . . .When a preacher delivered an especially effective evangelistic message, 
people commonly said, ‘He preaches like a bishop’” (153).  While there are 
details in Kinghorn’s narrative with which I would quibble, I think it is a 
healthier narrative for seminary students and local church members to hear 
as they consider the modern issues facing The UMC than the story of main-
line respectability that Methodists have been telling ourselves in the last few 
decades.  Reading this book will help begin the conversation of why we no 
longer praise folks for preaching like a bishop, and how we might start to 
do so again.

JeNNIfer WooDruff taIt, Ph.D.  
Adjunct Faculty

Asbury Theological Seminary
Wilmore, KY


